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On unitary ^-dilations of operators 
By E. DURSZT in Szeged 
Using the notation of [1], ( g s 0 ) will denote the class of those (bounded, 
linear) operators T in a Hilbert space for which 
T"h = gPU"h ' (A€S;» = 1,2, ...) 
holds, where U is a unitary operator in some Hilbert space S\, containing § as 
a subspace, and P denotes the projection of § onto 5t. 
The following theorem was proved in [1]. 
T h e o r e m A. In the case £> > 0 , T£(6„ if and only if 
(I?). ||/,'||2_2^i-IjRe (zTh,h)-l-(l-|) WzThf^O for . 
(II) the spectrum of T lies in the closed unit disc. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the monotonity properties of as a 
function of Q. Meanwhile we shall give a simple necessary and sufficient condition 
for a normal T to belong to <Se. 
We start with the following 
L e m m a 1. is a non-decreasing function of Q in the sense that A 
ifO^Q^Qj. 
This lemma was already proved in [1]. Here we give another proof of it as 
follows. 
P r o o f . The definition of (fS0 shows that Tfjig0 if and only if T=0 (the zero 
operator). According to Theorem A we have O 6 for every ¿>>0. This implies 
our lemma in the case = 0. 
Now let > 0 , and set 
FUe) = eW\2-2(e -1) Re (z Th, h)+(Q-2)\\zTh\\2 = 
= \\h\\2-[\zTh\\2+(Q~imi-zT)h\\2 (e>o, \z\ 1,'Aes). 
(Ie) holds if and only if Fz h(o) j=0 whenever | z | ^ l and /¡<E§. Now let T£<8ei and 
Q2>~Qi• In this case (II) holds, and F Z ; f c (e , )s0 ( | z | ^ l , h £ § ) . FZih(g) is a mono-
tone non-decreasing function of q, consequently we also have Fz h(Q2) =0 . This 
implies 
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. , if O^e^l, 
2-Q 
l, if e>i. 
P r o o f . In the case that g = 0 our statement is trivial. 
L e t 0 < e < 2 . In this case (Ie) is equivalent with 
\\u\\2 _ 2 A Z j L Re (zTh, h) + \\zTh\\2 ^ 0 
q-2 """ ~ e-2 
This latter relation holds if and only if 












Ml2 (Ae& \z\si) 
sup 
|z|=Sl 
1 - f 
2-e 
2 - e 
I+zT 
(Aes , N ^ i ) , 
i 
2-g 
(Ie) and (Ij) are equivalent for 0 < e < 2 . 
i - g 
2 - e 
I+zT i - e 
sup 
i - e 
2 - e 
I+zT 
2-q 
_ l - e 
2 - e 
+ 11*71, 
+ imi. 
Now let T be normal. Then the spectrum of T contains a complex number 
of modulus || 21, say T|| and this is an approximative proper value of T, i.e. 
for every e > 0 there exists an element he of § such that ||/zj = 1 and 
Using this fact we have 
1 - g 
2-e 
I+\\T\\I\h, • | | ( | | r | |7-Cr)A£ | 
1 - g 
2 - e 
This is true for every £ > 0 , consequently 
1 - e sup 
Msi 2 - e 
I+zT 1 - g 
2 - e 
+ i m i . 
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Our latter relation and (2) show that 
sup 
| z | S ! 
1~el+zT 
2 - e 
1 
2 - e 
This implies that, in the case that T is normal, (1 )̂ is equivalent to 
-+II21 s 
2 — Q 2 — Q 
or to 
(i;> 117-11 S 
2 - q -
Using (1) we have: 
(Ie) and ( I I ) are equivalent for 0 < Q < 2 if T is normal. 
Now let 0 < g S 1 . In this case (Ig) implies (II). Moreover, using Theorem A,, 
we have: In the case 0 < Q S 1 and 7 is normal, Td<£e if and only if holds. 
Now, for normal T, (II) is equivalent to the condition || 7|| s 1. Thus, by Lemma 1,. 
if 7 is normal, we have Tg <Se for Q > 1 if and only if || T\\ s 1. 
So we finished the proof. 
For O S g S l , ~ — is strictly increasing function of Q. Thus, by Theorem I 
L — Q 
and Lemma 1, is a strictly increasing function of g for OS 
If dim § = 1 then there exist only operators of multiplication by complex, 
numbers, and these are normal. In this case, Theorem 1 shows the monotonity 
properties of <6Q. 
T h e o r e m 2. If dim § S 2 then is a strictly increasing function of Q in the 
sense that 
c= We2 and if 
P r o o f . For arbitrary g s O we shall construct an operator Te such that 
and | | 7 J = e. This Te does not belong to (€a if OS<r<g. This fact and Lemma I 
will prove our theorem. 
Let 
(4) { < , p ^ . i M v e G ) } 
be an orthonormal basis in We define Te by 
(5) Te(Pi = Q(p2, TQcp2 = 0, Te\j/v=0 (v 6 Q). 
'Evidently, ||7ell = e and 
(6) T"Q = 0 (n = 2 ,3 , . . . ) . 
Let us construct an orthonormal system 
(7) K ( m = 0 , i l , ...), ^ , m ( v € i 2 , r n = 0, ± 1 , ...)} 
and identify (pk with q>'k (k — \,2) and ipv with So the Hilbert spaceit spanned 
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by the system (7) will contain § as a siibspace. Let P be the orthogonal projection 
of ft onto § and define the linear operator U on ft by 
U<p'm = <Pm+i, Wv,m = Vv,m+i m = 0, ±1, ...). 
Evidently, U is unitary and we have 
ePU<p1 = QP(p2 = Q(p2, ePU(p2 = eP<P3=0, QPUxl/v = QP\li'Vii=Q. 
•Consequently, by (5), 
(8) Th = oPUh (h£§>). 
For m S 2 we get 
ePUm cpk = QP(p'k+m = o, Q p u m ^ v = o ( f c = i , 2 ; v e o ) , 
•consequently, 
T"h = 0 (AeS, « S 2). 
Thus, by (6) and (8), T 8 £V e . 
So the proof is complete. 
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